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Executive Summary 
 
Bridge No. L8901 carries Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway. The bridge is currently 
closed due to localized, severe deck deterioration and weakening. During multiple days in late January 
and in February 2017, Stonebrooke Engineering (Stonebrooke) performed an arms-length inspection of 
the entire bridge for the purpose of documenting in detail all of the existing concrete deterioration on 
this 3-span concrete bridge. In combination with the arms-length inspection, Stonebrooke hired Braun 
Intertec (Braun) to perform field testing, and acquire samples from the bridge for subsequent laboratory 
testing. 

In this report, Stonebrooke has summarized the inspection findings and provided exhibits in the 
Appendix including a project location map, detailed photographs, and drawings of all bridge elements 
with noted deterioration shown and the quantities tabulated. Braun’s report with their testing results is 
also included in Appendix E. Braun’s report provides technical insight into the high level of deterioration 
and deficiencies exhibited throughout the concrete in this bridge. 

The inspection and testing has revealed that Bridge No. L8901 is in exceptionally poor condition and 
effective rehabilitation of bridge elements to a reasonable expected life is not possible. This is proven 
both by the documentation of deterioration that currently is widespread on the bridge, as well as by the 
results of the field and laboratory testing that furnishes validation of the concrete bridge elements not 
being suitable for repair.   
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Project Background Information 

Bridge Information 
Bridge No. L8901 was constructed in 1913 and carried Fremont Avenue South traffic both Southbound 
and Northbound prior to it being closed in 2016. This bridge is a 3-span concrete “deck girder” 
superstructure on cast in place concrete substructures, similar to the many other original bridges over 
the Midtown Greenway. In 1913, the Greenway was being constructed as a railroad corridor. More 
detailed information on this bridge and the Midtown Greenway is available on the MnDOT Historic 
Bridge website.  

Some bridge details and dimensions are illustrated on the drawings included in Appendix C. The original 
construction plans are included in Appendix D, but the available sheets are generally difficult to read and 
do not include detailed dimensions of the superstructure and do not show reinforcing details. Because 
original construction details in the early 1900s on the many bridges crossing the Midtown Greenway 
were common from bridge to bridge, other plans of similar configuration (span lengths and deck width) 
were referenced for element dimensions used to calculate areas on Stonebrooke’s drawings in Appendix 
C. In addition, the dimensions obtained from other plans were field verified on Bridge No. L8901 during 
Stonebrooke’s inspections. 

General Inspection Information  
Stonebrooke’s inspection team was led by Ron Benson, PE who is a MnDOT certified Bridge Inspection 
Team Leader. Stonebrooke performed full day inspections on January 30 and February 22, 2017. 
Stonebrooke also coordinated field testing with Braun and performed partial day inspections on 
February 7 and 8, 2017. Braun completed their field testing and collection of samples on February 7 and 
8, 2017, and followed up with laboratory testing in the weeks following the field work.  
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Inspection Scope  
The inspection purpose was to observe in a high 
level of the detail condition of all bridge 
elements and to record and document all noted 
concrete deterioration for presentation in this 
final report. Additional tasks included measuring 
the bridge elements for the purpose of 
quantifying all recorded deterioration, and 
included finalizing testing and sampling locations 
in coordination with Braun. 

The bridge elements were observed through 
arms-length inspection that included visual 
evaluation and essentially tapping on every square foot of exposed concrete surface. The only concrete 
not directly tapped on were areas not exposed such as beneath the groundline (buried), and the top of 
the roadway deck which is covered with about 5” of bituminous. All noted deterioration was 
categorized, and recorded both by size and location. The detailed recording of all deterioration was used 
to quantify and summarize the deterioration in tables which are included on the drawings in Appendix C. 

In addition, as stated above, material testing was part of the inspection scope. Braun completed 
corrosion potential tests in the field, and obtained a rebar sample and multiple concrete cores. The 
material samples were used for laboratory testing, with the results and interpretation of results 
reported in Appendix E. 

Concrete Deterioration Definitions 
During Stonebrooke’s inspection, deterioration 
was categorized as follows: 

• Multiple hairline cracks and/or scaling 
• Delaminations 
• Spalls 
• Spalls with exposed rebar 
• Spalls with remaining concrete unsound, 

usually with exposed rebar 
• Moderate to severe cracks  

Below are brief explanations of the various deterioration categories, and rationale for selecting and 
using the various categories. The above list is in the same order as on the drawings contained in 
Appendix C, and the order is intended to go from less severe to more severe. The total area of recently 
repaired concrete (that remains in satisfactory condition) is so small that it is negligible, and so was not 
recorded during this work.  
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Multiple hairline cracks and/or scaling - Random hairline 
cracks were not specifically itemized or recorded as 
deterioration, but concentrations of cracks were recorded 
if an area would require surface repair or sealing. This 
approach was also used for scaling, where surface repair or 
sealing is required to prevent advancement of 
deterioration. Examples of this lower level of deterioration 
are shown in pictures contained in Appendix B. Along with 
this, very high concentrations of hairline cracks with more 
advanced deterioration present and/or efflorescence are 
specifically noted on the drawings, as well as notes for severe 
scaling consisting of significant mortar loss but not necessarily an 
actual spall (see spalls below). Because all but one of the 
inspections was performed in below freezing temperatures, it was 
important to note concentration of cracks because areas with 
visible concentrations of cracking that may contain moisture 
entrapped in the concrete and frozen can be misleading when 
sounding the concrete (sound solid). When thawed, these areas 
can indicate unsound or delaminated concrete.  

Delaminations – This category simply includes all areas of intact 
concrete that produce an unsound noise, or hollow type sound, 
when tapped on. The unsoundness is due to internal separations of 
the concrete in one or more layers, which after time and 
advancement turn into a spall when enough separation occurs and 
the outer layer of concrete falls off. Sometimes these areas can be 
located visually if a higher than normal concentration of hairline 
cracks are noted, but often the only way to locate these areas is by 
tapping, or on horizontal flatwork chain dragging can be used. All 
delaminated concrete must be located and repaired for a 
structure rehabilitation to have a reasonable expected life. 

Spalls – The various definitions of spalling can overlap 
somewhat with severe scaling. For the purposes of 
Stonebrooke’s recording of Bridge No. L8901 deterioration, 
spalls were considered concrete that had actually broken off 
in pieces, typically as an advancement of a delamination 
(internal separation of concrete). Mortar loss and flaking, 
where discernable, were not considered spalls and were 
considered severe scaling. The outside faces of the exterior 
beams, for example, could be considered spalled under 
some definitions. However,  in this case, these areas are considered to be severe scaling consisting of 

High concentration of hair line cracks 

Severe scaling 

Top concrete intact, but delaminated 

Spall 
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mortar loss, significant flaking, and aggregate popouts, but 
not actual separation and breaking off of concrete pieces 
which were recorded as spalls during evaluation of this 
bridge.  

Spalls with exposed rebar – This category includes areas with 
spalled concrete where the spalling has resulted in exposure 
of steel reinforcing bars. Typically the exposed rebar is 
rusted, which is part or all of the cause of the spalling. On 
this bridge the degree of rebar rust varies. This is a separate 
category because effective bridge rehabilitation involves the 
cleaning of rusted rebar, or replacement of rebar if rust is significant.  

Spalls with remaining concrete unsound, usually with exposed rebar – This category was considered 
important due to the extensive areas of poor quality inplace 
concrete that would complicate efforts to make concrete 
repairs. Commonly, considering concrete spalling in general, 
after delaminated concrete spalls off the remaining concrete 
is sound. On this bridge in particular the opposite is true, 
commonly the remaining concrete is not sound. Typically this 
would occur at spalls with exposed rebar, but in a few areas 
there were spalls with no exposed rebar, and the remaining 
intact concrete sounds delaminated. This is very important 
when considering structure repair, because an effective 
repair requires removal of all unsound concrete, otherwise 
the repair will have a significantly shortened life.  

Moderate to severe cracks – On Bridge No. L8901 the cracks 
are relatively easy to categorize because the cracks are either 
hairline or similar in nature, or much more severe than 
hairline. Cracks more severe than hairline are called out on 
the drawings with an approximate width (or opening 
dimension) provided.  

  

Spall with exposed rebar 

Spalled, remaining concrete unsound 

Moderate and severe cracks 
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Summary of Bridge Condition 
 
The summary of bridge condition by elements as described below generally is a summary of the 
deterioration noted during the inspection, along with some commentary resulting from inspection 
observations. All of the elements are in poor condition other than the concrete railings and the top of 
sidewalks which have relatively minimal deterioration. As stated above, all deterioration on the bridge is 
presented in detail on the drawings in Appendix C. Most areas of deterioration are illustrated in 
photographs. Refer to Appendix B for detailed photographs of any particular deterioration described 
below. Typical photographs of each element are included with the summaries here. 

Top of Deck, Sidewalks, and Curbs 

The top of roadway deck is covered with 
about 5” of bituminous and so the top of 
concrete deck could not be inspected. The 
bituminous should be considered to be in poor 
condition due to frequent unsealed map 
cracks that allow contaminated road moisture 
onto the concrete elements below. Significant 
unsealed longitudinal cracks also occur in the 
area of the gutterlines. The bituminous does 
not sound solid, most likely because it is not 
well bonded to the top of concrete deck, and 
the top of concrete deck is probably 
deteriorated (delaminated, spalled, etc). 

The top of the concrete sidewalks are in generally good 
condition. Chain dragging did not indicate any 
delaminated concrete. The sidewalks have some large 
chips (or spalls) at the road face near the deck ends, as 
well as concentrations (high density) of hairline cracks in 
the same areas. The south end of the west sidewalk has 
developed a tripping hazard due to settlement off the 
deck end.  

The curbs are basically the vertical roadway face of the 
concrete sidewalks, but are described independently 
because of more advanced deterioration consisting of 
pronounced spalling most consistent on the bottom half of the 6” curb height. This spalling is frequent 
at the south end of the west curb, and occurring fairly consistently for the entire length of the east curb.  

Bituminous cracking 

Curb spalls 
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Concrete railings  

The concrete railings appear to have originally been constructed 
with the intent of having exposed aggregate surface finish. The 
inside bottom 6” (along the sidewalk face) of both railings has 
consistent heavy scaling. The bottom 6” of the southwest railing 
(railing portion going east/west on top of the abutment) has 
actual spalling. There is also a localized spall in the mid portion of 
the east railing in the bottom 6”. Otherwise, there are some 
scattered chips and a few random, isolated spalls with exposed 
reinforcing on the outside face of both the east and the west 
railings. The railings have intermittent hairline cracks which are 
not noteworthy, other than the mid portion of the west railing 
has an approximate 6’ length of high density hairline cracks.   

Underside of Deck 

The underside of the concrete deck is in overall 
serious condition and is exhibiting advanced 
deterioration throughout consisting of 
delaminations, spalls, spalls with exposed 
rebar, and spalls with the remaining concrete 
unsound. Localized areas of severe 
deterioration exist resulting in weakened areas 
in the deck structural capacity, including the 
reason for the bridge being closed to traffic. In 
one such area the main deck reinforcing has 
completely rusted through over a 3.5’ length, 
meaning the deck has no effective reinforcing 
in that location.  

Beams 

The rectangular shaped concrete beams are 
“deck girders”, meaning they are integral with 
the concrete deck. Each vertical side and the 
horizontal bottom side were evaluated for 
deterioration. The beam sizes vary as shown on 
the drawings in Appendix C (the bridge has 
nine total beams). Overall the deterioration of 
the concrete beams is extensive with the 
majority of the beam surface areas spalled. 
Many spalls are deep with major concrete loss, 
and most of the longitudinal reinforcing in the 
bottom of the beams is exposed over the 

Random railing spall with 
exposed reinforcing 

Underside of deck spalling 

Spalls with rusted rebar on center span beams 
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beam lengths. Upon investigation of the areas with concrete spalled off, in many locations the remaining 
intact concrete is in poor condition and/or delaminated.  

Basically, including surfaces already spalled, all visible surfaces of the beam concrete is unsound other 
than the fascia beams (that support the outside edge of the sidewalk). The fascia beams have somewhat 
less deterioration, possibly because they were exposed to less contaminated moisture than all of the 
other beams that are under the roadway. 

Piers 
The two concrete piers consist of four columns in each 
pier, and the columns transition into caps that are arched 
shaped on the bottom side of the caps. The upper part of 
the caps basically serve as diaphragms between the beam 
ends and for this work the pier concrete surfaces extend 
up to the bottom of the concrete roadway deck. 
Deterioration of the pier concrete is occurring throughout 
the piers and varies from relatively minor surface 
deterioration (scaling) to severe spalls with exposed 
reinforcing on the columns which are severe enough to 
be a potential structural concern. A large percentage of 
pier concrete area is deteriorated, but the locations are somewhat random and seem to depend on 
where moisture from the road surface leached down to various pier surfaces.  

Abutments 
The abutments are tall, concrete wall type abutments with an average exposed height of approximately 
10’-0” as measured from groundline to bridge seat on the front (exposed) face. Above the bridge seat, 
the concrete surfaces between the beam ends that extend up to the bottom of the concrete roadway 
deck, or the diaphragms, are considered part of the abutments for this work. Based on field 
measurements as compared to the plans, it appears that the abutments have shifted toward the piers 
because the outside spans measured 2” to 3” short. The center span measurement agreed with plan. 

The abutment faces have both intact paint and peeling paint, as well as bare concrete. The concrete 
condition varies widely ranging from essentially no deterioration for approximately the west half of the 
north abutment, to large areas of delaminations and spalling on approximately half of each abutment 
front face. The abutments also have severe spalls up to 6” deep located along the top of bridge seat and 
located at severe cracks, and the severe cracks on the outer (east and west) portions of the abutments 
range in opening widths from ¼” wide to 6” wide. 

 

Severe spall base of south per column 
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Wingwalls 

On the drawings in Appendix C 
the wingwalls are considered the 
wall portion of the abutments 
running in a direction 
perpendicular to the front face 
of the abutments. Currently the 
southwest wingwall no longer 
exists, as a newer retaining wall 
connects into the front corner 
on the west end of the south 
abutment. In this summary here, 
the dividing line between the 
abutments and wingwalls is 
vaguer, because the obvious instability of the wingwalls is causing the severe cracks in the abutments.  

The wingwall instability is most apparent at the northeast wingwall location where the wingwall (wall 
perpendicular to the main abutment) is tipping and pushed outward (away from the abutment). The 
instability is the result of earth pressure, in combination with the lack of restraint for the wingwall. The 
lack of restraint is due to a combination of no steel reinforcing bars in the concrete and the low 
groundline. Based on the original construction plans, it was intended for the groundline to slope up and 
match the street level at the end of the wingwall, but at some point it was determined to install a 
retaining wall connecting into the end of the northeast wingwall. Adding this retaining wall eliminated 
the sloped groundline, eliminated the passive earth pressure on the outside face of the wingwall, and 
ultimately eliminated restraint for the active pressure applied on the road side of the wingwall, thus 
causing the wingwall to shift outward away from the abutment. 

The northwest wingwall has much less severe 
cracks and a combination of spalls and very 
old concrete patching, and so the cracking 
there is less defined and less serious 
structurally. At the northwest wingwall the 
groundline currently follows the slopes 
shown on the original plans. Changes over 
time are unknown, but the current 
groundline also follows the slopes shown on 
the original construction plans at the 
southeast wingwall. However, the cracking 
and spalling is severe in this location, and so 
is likely a result of a combination of factors 
including earth pressure, lack of reinforcing 
in the concrete, and concentration of 

North abutment spalling, severe crack at NE wingwall 

Typical paint/spalls NW wingwall 
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contaminated runoff water. The cracks at the west end of the south abutment appear similar to the 
northeast area except not quite as advanced, and so the cause could be similar but advancement was 
slowed or stopped when the newer wall joining in at that location was constructed. 

The actual condition of the concrete on the wingwalls, the walls perpendicular to the face of the 
abutments, is relatively consistent with shallow spalls throughout. Much of these spalls have been 
painted over, which may have slowed advancement of the concrete deterioration.   
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Conclusions 
 
Bridge No. L8901 is in overall serious condition. Stonebrooke Engineering’s detailed arms-length 
inspection in combination with Braun Intertec’s sampling and testing has determined the following: 

• Excluding the railings and top of sidewalks, which are in relatively satisfactory condition, 88% of 
the other exposed concrete area on the bridge has deterioration. 

• Approximately 68% of the exposed concrete area on the underside of deck and beams is either 
delaminated or spalled. 

• Overall, 71% of the entire concrete area on the bridge has deterioration. Within these 
deteriorated areas much of the concrete has spalled off, and the remaining intact concrete 
(including spalled areas) is in poor condition, delaminated, distressed, degraded, and/or soft. 

• The abutments are unstable, especially the northeast wingwall. 
• Based on corrosion potential testing of the steel reinforcing, less than 5% of the deck underside 

has a 90% chance that corrosion of the rebar is not occurring; and over 60% of the deck 
underside has a 90% chance that rebar corrosion is occurring. Testing on the beams indicated 
that the potential for corrosion occurring on beam rebar is only slightly less than for the deck. 

• As sampled in the concrete cores obtained from the bridge, the chloride ion content in the 
bridge concrete is essentially above the threshold that accelerates steel reinforcing corrosion 
throughout, including to depths of over 6” and more. In addition to accelerating steel 
reinforcing corrosion, high chloride contents can cause chemical changes to the concrete. 

• The deck concrete is in very weak condition. Of the three concrete core samples taken from the 
bridge deck, none were intact enough to allow compressive tests to be done on them. 

• Distress of the concrete exists throughout the entire depth of the concrete core samples taken 
from the bridge deck, beams, and substructures (see photographs in Braun’s Petrographic 
Analysis Report pages 13 of 40, 22 of 40, 28 of 40 – in Appendix E) which correlates with the 
physical inspection observations by Stonebrooke. 

• Braun’s report also states that the deck and beams are not suitable for repair. Substructure 
repairs would be extensive and include strengthening, but would have a short life expectancy. 
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Project Location Map 
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Photographs 

 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                     TOP OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                            
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B1 

 

 
Looking north, bridge is currently closed 

 

 
Looking south, note posting sign at right 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                     TOP OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                            
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B2 

 

 
Unsealed bituminous cracks, top of deck 

 

 
West gutter line looking south 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                         SIDEWALKS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                            
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B3 

 

 
Approximate 1 ¼” bump, south end of west sidewalk 

 

 
Corner spall, hairline cracks, north end of west sidewalk 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                                  CURBS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                            
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B4 

 

 
Frequent spalls in road face of east curb 

 

 
South end of east curb, west is similar 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                              RAILINGS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                            
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B5 

 

 
West railing, small spalls, exposed rebar (mid height in picture) 

 

 
East railing, spall with exposed rebar (near center of picture, and upper right post) 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                              RAILINGS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                            
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B6 

 

 
Spall in base of east railing, above south pier 

 

 
Typical hairline cracks, east railing 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                              RAILINGS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                            
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B7 

 

 
Railing gap above severe northeast abutment crack 

 

 
Railing gap dimension (above picture) 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                              RAILINGS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                            
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B8 

 

 
Less severe gap above west end, north abutment 

 

 
Concentration of hairline cracks west railing, center span 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                              RAILINGS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                            
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B9 

 

 
Southwest railing, spalls along base, small gap at post 

 

 
Large chip, south end of east railing top 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                              RAILINGS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                            
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B10 

 

 
Railing spall (at right) exposed reinforcing, outside of east railing 

 

 
Railing spall (at right) exposed reinforcing, southeast wingwall railing 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                     UNDERSIDE OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                   SOUTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B11 

 

 
Under west sidewalk: exposed rebar, leakage, scaling/small spalls throughout 

 

 
Beams 2/3 looking south: exposed rebar, all concrete unsound, delaminations north 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                     UNDERSIDE OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                   SOUTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B12 

 

 
Beams 3/4 looking north: spalling east half, delaminations on remainder 

 

 
Beams 4/5 looking north: spalling, remaining concrete delaminated 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                     UNDERSIDE OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                   SOUTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B13 

 

 
Beams 5/6 looking south: exposed rebar, other concrete delaminated 

 

 
Beam 6 looking north: deck east side spalled, west side delaminated/spalled 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                     UNDERSIDE OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                   SOUTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B14 

 

 
Beams 7/8 south end: exposed rebar, delaminated going north 

 

 
Beam 8 south: delaminated deck both sides, exposed rebar (east sidewalk is left) 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                     UNDERSIDE OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                 CENTER SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B15 

 

 
Under west sidewalk (right): delaminated; beams 2/3 (left): scaling and staining 

 

 
Beams 3/4 looking south: exposed deck rebar 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                     UNDERSIDE OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                 CENTER SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B16 

 

 
Beams 3/4 north end: critical deck location, broken rebar 

 

 
Beams 4/5 looking south: exposed deck rebar, remainder delaminated 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                     UNDERSIDE OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                 CENTER SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B17 

 

 
Beams 6/7 looking south (center of picture): exposed deck rebar (less beams 5/6, top) 

 

 
Beams 6/7 near north end: major rebar rust, section lost 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                     UNDERSIDE OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                CENTER SPAN      
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B18 

 

 
Beams 7/8 looking south: spalls with exposed rebar 

 

 
Under east sidewalk: delaminated throughout, exposed rebar by Beam 8 

 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                     UNDERSIDE OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                   NORTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B19 

 

 
Under west sidewalk looking north: exposed rebar, much of other concrete is delaminated 

 

 
Beams 2/3 looking south: delaminations, staining, spalls 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                     UNDERSIDE OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                   NORTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B20 

 

 
Beams 3/4 center of span: spalled and exposed rebar 

 

 
Beams 4/5 center of span: delaminated, some spalls with exposed rebar 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                     UNDERSIDE OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                   NORTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B21 

 

 
Beams 5/6 looking north: severe scaling (left half of picture) 

 

 
Beams 6/7 center of span looking south: spalled deck west side, delaminations east side 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                     UNDERSIDE OF DECK 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                   NORTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B22 

 

 
Beams 7/8 north end: delaminated, staining, exposed rebar 

 

 
Under east sidewalk, looking north (right side); delaminations, dense cracks (left side) 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                                   BEAMS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                    SOUTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B23 

 

 
South span looking south: most of intact concrete is delaminated 

 

 
West fascia beam looking north: severe scaling, spalls, exposed rebar 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                                   BEAMS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                    SOUTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B24 

 

 
Beam 2 looking north: concrete is delaminated or spalled, exposed rebar 

 

 
Beam 3 south end: spalls, exposed rebar, all intact beam concrete delaminating 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                                   BEAMS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                    SOUTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B25 

 

 
Beam 4 looking north: exposed rebar, all intact beam concrete delaminating 

 

 
Beam 5 south end: concrete is visibly delaminated (cracking) 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                                   BEAMS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                    SOUTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B26 

 

 
Beam 6 looking north: exposed rebar, all intact beam concrete delaminating 

 

 
Beam 7 looking north: exposed rebar, all intact beam concrete delaminating 



Bridge No. L8901                                                                                                                                                                   BEAMS 
Fremont Avenue South over the Midtown Greenway                                                                                    SOUTH SPAN       
Photos – Detailed Inspection January and February 2017                                                                          

B27 

 

 
Beam 8 south end: exposed rebar, all intact beam concrete delaminating 

 

 
East fascia beam: severe scaling, delaminations, spalls, exposed rebar 
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B28 

 

 
Center span looking south: majority of beams concrete spalled or delaminated 

 

 
West fascia beam looking north: severe scaling, spalls, exposed rebar 
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B29 

 

 
Beam 2 at center of span: exposed rebar continuous on bottom, intermittent on side 

 

 
Beams 3-9 looking south: exposed rebar throughout 
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B30 

 

 
Beam 3 north end: major concrete loss, remaining concrete unsound 

 

 
Beam 4 north end: same as Beam 3, most of haunch missing 
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B31 

 

 
Beam 5 north end: major concrete loss, remaining concrete unsound 

 

 
Beam 5 south end: same as north end except most of haunch remains 
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B32 

 

 
Beam 6 south end: exposed rebar, remaining concrete unsound 

 

 
North end of Beams 3-9: most have concrete loss 
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B33 

 

 
Beam 7 south end: major spalling with exposed rebar 

 

 
Beam 8 north end: spalls, exposed reinforcing east face 
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B34 

 

 
East fascia beam north end: spalls with exposed rebar, west face 

 

 
East fascia beam north end: severe scaling, spalls, exposed rebar 
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B35 

 

 
North span looking north: essentially all intact concrete is delaminated 

 

 
West fascia beam north end: severe scaling, spalls, exposed rebar 
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B36 

 

 
Beam 2 looking south: exposed rebar, remaining concrete unsound 

 

 
Beam 3 north end: remaining concrete unsound, note void (center of picture) 
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B37 

 

 
Beam 4 west face: continuous spalls, remaining concrete is unsound 

 

 
Beam 5 east face: frequent spalls, spalled and unspalled concrete is unsound 
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B38 

 

 
Beam 6 center of span: continuous spalls, remaining concrete is unsound 

 

 
Beam 7 north end: intact concrete is delaminated, haunch is missing 
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B39 

 

 
Beam 8 south end: severe spalling, remaining concrete is unsound 

 

 
East fascia beam north end: severe scaling, major spalling, exposed rebar 
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B40 

 

 
East face radius: spall with exposed rebar, severe scaling north face 

 

 
Above construction joint, between beams, north face: exposed rebar, delaminations 
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B41 

 

 
Between beams, south face: delaminated, exposed rebar, dense cracks on radius 

 

 
West face at ground line: scaling painted over, exposed rebar at base 
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B42 

 

 
West face radius: spall with exposed rebar surrounded by scaling 

 

 
Between beams, north face: severe scaling, delaminations, exposed rebar 
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B43 

 

 
Between beams, south face: severe scaling, delaminations with cracks 

 

 
East face at ground line: spall, exposed rebar surrounded by delamination 
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B44 

 

 
Between beams, north face: exposed rebar, surrounding concrete delaminated 

 

 
East face radius: delaminations with cracks, spall, exposed rebar 
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B45 

 

 
Between beams, south face: severe scaling, delaminations, exposed rebar 

 

 
South face at groundline: major spalling, exposed rebar 
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B46 

 

 
North face: severe scaling above paintline, delaminations west (right) face 

 

 
South face: completely delaminated above the radius, dense cracking on west radius 
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B47 

 

 
South and west faces at ground line: major spalls with exposed rebar 

 

 
East face at ground line: painted over spall, exposed rebar 
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B48 

 

 
North face: major spall, exposed rebar, delaminations above major spall 

 

 
East face: spalls with exposed rebar 
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B49 

 

 
South face: severe scaling, delamination east (right) side 

 

 
South face: major spall, exposed rebar (just below above picture) 
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B50 

 

 
South face: spall, exposed rebar, with adjacent delaminations 

 

 
West radius: delaminations, spalls, exposed rebar 
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B51 

 

 
North face, above west radius: severe scaling, delaminations, exposed rebar 

 

 
North face, above east radius: delaminations with cracks, exposed rebar 
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B52 

 

 
North face, above west radius: delaminations around spall with exposed rebar 

 

 
South face: severe scaling surrounded by delaminations, spalls, exposed rebar 
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B53 

 

 
South face, above west radius: multiple spalls with exposed rebar 

 

 
South face, just west of above picture: area delaminated, exposed rebar 
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B54 

 

 
North face, just below radius point: concrete is delaminated 

 

 
West radius: severe scaling, dense cracking, delamination, spalls 
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B55 

 

 
South face, above west radius: delamination with cracks 

 

 
North face, above west radius: exposed rebar, all concrete is unsound 
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B56 

 

 
Overall view: concrete deterioration obvious, less where paint is intact 

 

 
Southeast wingwall: spalls of varying depth have been painted over 
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B57 

 

 
East side: concrete in areas at loose paint delaminated or spalled 

 

 
East side crack (see above picture): open void 6” deep 
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B58 

 

 
West side: concrete in areas at loose paint delaminated or spalled 

 

 
West side crack (see above picture): open void 6” deep 
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B59 

 

 
Diaphragm between Beams 4/5: concrete is very unsound 

 

 
Diaphragm between Beams 3/4: spalls, significant delaminations 
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B60 

 

 
Diaphragm between Beams 6/7: spalled and unspalled concrete is unsound 

 

 
Diaphragm east side of Beam 8: concrete very poor condition 
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B61 

 

 
Seat at beams 7/8: coping severely spalled, void at seat 

 

 
Close up view of void beneath Beam 9 (east fascia) 
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B62 

 

 
Overall view: concrete deterioration is significant where paint is loose 

 

 
Northwest windwall: spalls have been painted over 
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B63 

 

 
Northeast wingwall: spalls painted over 

 

 
East side: severe crack from wingwall instability 
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B64 

 

 
East half: concrete is spalled and delaminated beneath partially intact paint 

 

 
West half: concrete deterioration minimal where paint is intact 
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B65 

 

 
West side: concrete is cracked, delaminated, and spalled 

 

 
Diaphragm between Beams 1/2: concrete is very unsound, voids at seat 
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B66 

 

 
Diaphragm between Beams 2/3: spalls, including on coping below 

 

 
Diaphragm between Beams 4/5: spalled and unspalled concrete is unsound 
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B67 

 

 
Diaphragm between Beams 7/8: delaminations and spalls 

 

 
Top west half: spalling above area of intact paint 



Appendix C 

Drawings with Location & Description of Deterioration 

 



NO. DESCRIPTION

1 INDEX AND SUMMARY OF DETERIORATION

2 GENERAL PLAN AND ELEVATION

3 TOP OF DECK

4 UNDERSIDE OF DECK

5 BEAM 1

6 BEAM 2

7 BEAM 3

8 BEAM 4

9 BEAM 5

10 BEAM 6

11 BEAM 7

12 BEAM 8

13 BEAM 9

14 SOUTH ABUTMENT

15 NORTH ABUTMENT

16 SOUTH PIER

17 NORTH PIER

18 SOUTH PIER COLUMNS

19 NORTH PIER COLUMNS

20 WEST RAILING AND SLAB FACE

21 EAST RAILING AND SLAB FACE

INDEX OF SHEETS

ELEMENT MULT. HAIRLINE 
CRACKS/SCALING DELAMINATION SPALL SPALL WITH 

EXPOSED REBAR

SPALL, REMAINING 
CONCRETE 
UNSOUND

MODERATE TO 
SEVERE CRACKS

TOTAL 
DETERIORATED 

AREA

TOTAL CONCRETE 
AREA

% OF CONCRETE 
AREA 

DETERIORATED
TOP OF DECK 29.7 0.0 49.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 79.0 1580.0 5%

UNDERSIDE OF DECK 1080.3 1049.2 265.7 340.7 406.7 0.0 3142.6 3303.1 95%

BEAM 1 282.8 43.5 6.8 62.0 22.5 0.0 417.5 582.7 72%

BEAM 2 161.8 202.8 5.1 58.9 221.2 0.0 649.9 649.9 100%

BEAM 3 123.4 209.8 6.3 51.2 159.3 0.0 549.9 554.9 99%

BEAM 4 26.5 116.5 0.0 17.1 394.9 0.0 554.9 554.9 100%

BEAM 5 25.3 121.7 3.1 33.7 350.5 0.0 534.4 554.9 96%

BEAM 6 26.8 113.8 6.3 0.0 381.5 0.0 528.4 554.9 95%

BEAM 7 108.9 162.5 0.0 13.6 265.5 0.0 550.6 554.9 99%

BEAM 8 131.3 56.3 0.0 90.1 367.2 0.0 644.9 649.9 99%

BEAM 9 216.7 51.4 6.0 40.2 81.1 0.0 395.3 582.7 68%

SOUTH ABUTMENT 325.0 66.8 241.2 0.0 165.4 5.7 804.0 804.0 100%

NORTH ABUTMENT 11.6 22.9 577.3 0.0 146.1 4.7 762.6 965.4 79%

SOUTH PIER 431.0 126.6 11.5 31.0 26.8 0.0 626.9 977.1 64%

NORTH PIER 235.7 142.3 30.4 40.4 18.5 0.0 467.3 821.6 57%

WEST RAILING AND SLAB FACE 84.7 0.0 101.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 187.9 903.7 21%

EAST RAILING AND SLAB FACE 84.7 0.0 92.6 2.6 0.0 0.0 179.9 965.5 19%

BRIDGE TOTALS 3386.2 2486.1 1402.9 783.3 3007.2 10.4 11076.0 15560.3 71%

SUMMARY OF DETERIORATED CONCRETE, IN SQUARE FEET (SF)
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Existing Bridge Original Construction Plans 
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A A/EOE 
 

  

Braun Intertec Corporation 
11001 Hampshire Avenue S 
Minneapolis, MN 55438 

Phone: 952.995.2000 
Fax:      952.995.2020 
Web:    braunintertec.com 

March 21, 2017  Project B1700777 
 

 

Ron Benson 

Stonebrooke Engineering, Inc. 

12279 Nicollet Ave S. 

Burnsville, MN 55337 
 

Re: Fremont Avenue Bridge Evaluation 

 Fremont Avenue Bridge over the Midtown Greenway  

 Minneapolis, Minnesota 
  

Dear Mr. Benson: 

 

Braun Intertec Corporation is pleased to provide this letter to report our testing and assessment services 

at the Fremont Avenue Bridge over the Midtown Greenway in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

 

Background 
 

It is our understanding that Stonebrooke Engineering, Inc. is performing a condition assessment report 

for the Freemont Avenue Bridge over the Midtown Greenway in South Minneapolis (L8901). Hennepin 

County is seeking assistance to evaluate the current condition, and to help determine if it is feasible and 

prudent to rehab, or replace, the current bridge. As part of the assessment, Stonebrooke Engineering, 

Inc. has hired Braun Intertec to conduct destructive, non-destructive and laboratory testing on multiple 

concrete and steel elements of the bridge. 

 

Field Evaluation 
 

Braun Intertec performed the field portion of the evaluation on February 7, 2016 and February 8, 2017. 

 

Concrete Coring and Steel Sampling 

A total of 9 concrete core samples were extracted from the structure. Three core samples were extracted 

from each of the following elements: the bridge deck, beams, and the substructure. A full description of 

all core locations and testing can be found in the attached petrographic report. In addition to concrete 

core samples, a steel sample was also extracted to determine material properties. Ground Penetrating 

Radar (GPR) was used to determine the location of the reinforcing steel during the coring and steel 

sampling operations. Depth of cover was difficult to determine in the beams and underside of the deck 

as concrete was spalled off in many areas and the bar was exposed. Reinforcing steel was observed in the 

piers with a depth of cover between approximately 1 to 1.5 inches. No reinforcing steel was observed in 

either the north or south abutment.  
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Reinforcing Steel Corrosion Potential 

A broad survey was completed to investigate the corrosion potential of the reinforcing steel across the 

bottom of the bridge deck and the beams, as well as the north and south piers. The north and south 

abutments were not tested as no reinforcing steel was observed after scanning with GPR. Additionally, 

reliable continuity was not established throughout Beam 1, Beam 9, and the sidewalk decks on east and 

west sides of the bridge. For this reason, these areas were not tested. The survey was conducted in 

general accordance with ASTM C876 “Standard Test Method for Corrosion Potentials of Uncoated 

Reinforcing Steel in Concrete.” Data was collected from the bottom of the bridge deck by lifting the 

reference electrode with an extendable pole. An electrical connection was made with the reinforcing 

steel by chipping out a small area of concrete and attaching a clamp to the exposed bar. For the purpose 

of completing the survey, additional reinforcing bars were exposed and cleaned in multiple areas of the 

underside of bridge deck, the beams and the piers.  

 

For the bridge deck and beams, an east-west test grid was established by sampling on the beams and the 

underside of the deck between beams. Additionally a north-south test grid was established by sampling 

five equally spaced points between the piers and abutments. Corrosion potential values were collected 

from each point of the grid and compiled for presentation. Attached to this report is a figure which 

displays the results of the corrosion potential testing on the deck and beams. Values are displayed with 

three different colors as described below. 

 

For the bridge north and south piers, a vertical test grid was established on all four faces of each pier. On 

the north piers, five equally spaced locations were sampled vertically along the pier. On the north piers, 

more concrete was exposed and seven equally spaced locations were sampled vertically along the pier.  

Attached to this report is a figure which displays the results of the corrosion potential testing on the 

piers. Values are displayed with three different colors as described below. 

 

As stated in the appendix of the ASTM test procedure, reference values from corrosion potential testing 

are as follows: 

 

 If potentials are more positive than -0.20 V, there is a 90 percent probability that no 

reinforcing steel corrosion is occurring. These are displayed in green. 

 If potentials are between -0.20 V and -0.35 V, corrosion activity of the reinforcing steel is 

uncertain. These are displayed in yellow. 

 If potentials are more negative than -0.35 V, there is a 90 percent probability that reinforcing 

steel corrosion is occurring. These are displayed in red. 
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Laboratory Evaluation 
 

Petrographic Analysis  
Petrographic analysis was completed in general accordance with ASTM C856, “Standard Practice for 

Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete” to document the general composition and condition 

of the concrete as represented by the extracted concrete cores from the structure . The complete 

petrographic analysis is attached. The cores evaluated are below; 

 

 Core S-3:  Extracted from the north face of the south pier. 

 Core B-1:  Extracted from the east face of Beam 4 in the center span. 

 Core D-1:  Extracted from the top of the deck. 

 

One core was obtained from the bridge deck, a beam, and the substructure for limited petrographic 

analysis.  All three cores were observed to be in poor condition. Distress was observed throughout the 

full depth of each sample submitted.  The observed distress in the cores evaluated is consistent with 

damage due to cyclical freeze and thawing of nonair-entrained concrete. The estimated air content of 

each core is 1 to 3%. 

 

Acid Soluble Chloride Analysis  

Acid soluble chloride analysis was completed in general accordance with ASTM C1152, “Standard Test 

Method for Acid Soluble Chloride in Mortar and Concrete. The acid soluble chloride report is attached. 

The analysis was performed on the cores below; 

 

 Core S1: Extracted from the south face of the north pier. 

 Core B2: Extracted from the east face of Beam 4 in the center span. 

 Core D3: Extracted from the bridge deck (topside). 

 

Compressive Strength Testing  

Compressive strength testing was completed in general accordance with ASTM C42, “Standard Test 

Method for Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed Beams of Concrete .” The compressive 

strength report is attached. The testing was performed on the cores below; 

 

 Core S2: Extracted from the south abutment. 

 Core B3: Extracted from the east face of Beam 4 in the south span. 

 

Both samples tested for compressive strength were severely deteriorated. The lab reported that it was 

difficult to cut a clean surface as aggregates fell out during the cutting process. No deck cores were 

tested for compressive strength, the samples were too deteriorated for testing. 
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Tensile Strength Testing  
Tensile strength testing was completed in general accordance with ASTM A370, “Standard Test Method 

and Definitions for Mechanical Testing of Steel Products.” The report of mechanical testing is attached. 

The testing was performed on a sample extracted from the underside of the bridge deck between 

Beam 2 and Beam 3, and in the center span approximately 2 feet north of the south pier.  

 

Discussion and Recommendations 
 

Concrete Bridge Deck 

The corrosion potential survey, chloride tests, and petrographic analysis indicate widespread distress 

of the concrete bridge deck. There was also an approximately 5 inch bituminous overlay on top of the 

deck. 

 

The acid soluble chloride analysis also indicated that the chlorides ion contents remained relatively 

consistent throughout the depth of the concrete portion of the core. All depths tested are above the 

typically accepted threshold (as described in the attached chloride report) . 

 

The half-cell corrosion potentials indicate that widespread corrosion is occurring on the underside of the 

bridge deck.  As described before, areas highlighted in red on the attached corrosion potential contour 

map indicate a 90 percent chance that corrosion is occurring. Over 60 percent of the underside of the 

bridge deck is highlighted in red. Furthermore, less than 5 percent of the map is highlighted in green 

meaning that there is a 90 percent chance that corrosion is not occurring on less than 5 percent of the 

underside of the deck. In general, the most corrosion is occurring in the center and south spans, but 

results indicate that significant corrosion is occurring in the north span as well.  

 

The petrographic analysis indicates that severe cracking is present throughout the full depth of the core. 

Cracks transect both paste and aggregates. The cracks are likely due to cyclical freeze-thaw conditions, 

and the condition of the concrete will continue to deteriorate. 

 

A sample of sound reinforcing steel was extracted from the underside of the bridge deck in an area with 

little visible corrosion from the surface. The steel was tested for tensile strength and the attached report 

indicates a yield strength of 62,773 psi. It should be noted that the steel sampled was in a location of 

little visible deterioration. This was not typical throughout the structure, section loss of reinforcing steel 

was observed in several locations. 

 

Due to the level of observed deterioration of the extracted samples as well as the results from the 

chloride ion testing and corrosion potential survey, it is our opinion that the concrete bridge deck in 

its current condition is not suitable for repair.   
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Concrete Beams 
The corrosion potential survey, chloride tests, and petrographic analysis indicate widespread distress 

of the concrete beams. 

 

The acid soluble chloride analysis also indicated that the chlorides are above the typically accepted 

threshold (as described in the attached chloride report) in the horizons as detailed below. The results 

indicate that chloride concentration is high near the surface of the concrete, likely from moisture leaking 

through the deck onto the outside of the beam. There is some indication that chlorides are present all 

the way through the deck and into the center of the beam as chlorides in the center of the beam are 

above the typically accepted threshold. 

 

 Core B2:  Horizon of 0.5-1.0 inches is 0.212 percent 

 Core B2:  Horizon of 2.5-3.0 inches is 0.043 percent 

 Core B2:  Horizon of 6.0-6.5 inches is 0.066 percent 

 

The corrosion potential contour map indicated that corrosion is occurring at a higher rate on the 

underside of the bridge deck than the beams. However, it is clear that widespread corrosion is still 

occurring in the beams. In general, corrosion potential values were more negative in the center of spans 

than near supports indicating that corrosion is greater in the center of beams. Similar to the underside of 

the bridge deck, corrosion is greatest in the south and center spans.  

 

The petrographic analysis indicates that severe cracking is present throughout the full depth of the core. 

Cracks transect both paste and aggregates. Near the surface, the cracks tend to be surface parallel. The 

cracks are likely due to cyclical freeze-thaw conditions, and the condition of the concrete will continue to 

deteriorate. A core from the center span of Beam 4 yielded a compressive strength of 2860 psi.  

 

Due to the level of observed deterioration of the extracted samples as well as the results from the 

chloride ion testing and corrosion potential survey, it is our opinion that the concrete beams in their 

current condition are not suitable for repair.   

 

Concrete Substructures 

The corrosion potential survey, chloride tests, and petrographic analysis indicate distress of  the concrete 

substructures is occurring. 

 

The acid soluble chloride analysis also indicated that the chlorides are above the typically accepted 

threshold (as described in the attached chloride report) in the horizons as detailed below. The results 

indicate that chloride concentration is high near the surface of the concrete, likely from moisture leaking 

through the deck onto the outside of the pier. There is some indication that chlorides are present all the 

way through the deck and into the center of the beam as chlorides in the center of the pier are above the 

typically accepted threshold. 
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 Core S1:  Horizon of 0.25-.75 inches is 0.495 percent 

 Core S1:  Horizon of 2.5-3.0 inches is 0.243 percent 

 Core S1:  Horizon of 4.5-5.0 inches is 0.036 percent 

 

The corrosion potential survey indicates that localized corrosion is occurring. Of the data collected, 

approximately 15 percent was more negative than -0.35 V indicating that there is a 90 percent chance 

that corrosion is occurring at those areas. Additionally, approximately 60 percent was more positive 

than -0.2 V indicating that there is a 90 percent chance that corrosion is not occurring at those areas.  

 

The petrographic analysis indicates that severe cracking is present throughout the full depth of the core. 

Cracks transect both paste and aggregates. Near the surface, the cracks tend to be surface parallel. The 

cracks are likely due to cyclical freeze-thaw conditions, and the condition of the concrete will continue to 

deteriorate. A core extracted from the south abutment yielded a compressive strength of 1860 psi.  

 

The substructure elements are not air-entrained concrete and do contain significant chlorides. The 

substructure elements would have significantly less life expectancy than the new deck and beams. 

The substructures are considered repairable in their current state although with a new bridge deck and 

beams being placed on these structures consideration should be taken to account for the life cycle of the 

entire bridge.   
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February 23, 2017                                 Project B1700777 
 
 
Stonebrooke Engineering, Inc. 
12279 Nicollet Ave. S. 
Burnsville, MN 55337                      
  
            

                                       
REPORT OF MECHANICAL TESTS 

 
Tensile Testing 

 
 

Sample Type: Rebar – Unknown grade and specification 
Sample Location: Freemont Ave. Bridge over Midtown Greenway 
Test Procedure: ASTM A370 
Test Date: 2/15/2017 

 
 
 

Tensile Test Results 

Sample ID 
Area 
(in²) 

Yield 
Strength (lbf) 

Ultimate 
Strength (lbf) 

Yield 
Strength (psi) 

Ultimate Strength 
(psi) 

1 0.242 15,191 27,143 62,773 112,161 

      Notes:  Stress area was based on actual sample measurements since no specification was provided.  No 
specific sample location was provided. Sample failed at a flaw outside the gauge length so elongation 
measurements were invalid and not reported. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Erik Knudson 

        Materials Testing Technician 
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Ron Benson 

Stonebrooke Engineering, Inc. 

12279 Nicollet Ave S. 

Burnsville, MN 55337 
 

Re: Limited Petrographic Analysis of Three Cores from a Concrete Bridge 

 Fremont Ave Bridge over Midtown Greenway 

 

Dear Mr. Benson: 
 

Braun Intertec Corporation is pleased to provide this letter summarizing the limited petrographic evaluation of 

three concrete cores submitted for evaluation. 

 

Purpose 
 

The purpose of this investigation is to document the condition of several concrete elements relating to 

the bridge. 

 

Background Information 

 

On February 13, 2016, nine cores were delivered to Braun Intertec’s Petrography Laboratory, located in 

Bloomington, MN. The concrete samples arrived labeled and identified as follows in Tables 1 through 3, 

along with the accompanying notes. 

 

Table 1. Core Identification and Location for the Cores Extracted from the Substructure 

Core ID Core Location and Notes 

S-1 

Cored on 2/7/2017. Extracted from the south face of the north pier, located 2 feet,  

8-inches East of Beam 4 and 6-inches down from the deck. Sample submitted for  

acid-soluble chloride ion content. 

S-2 

Cored on 2/8/2017. Extracted from the south abutment, located 8 feet, 0-inches West of 

the east end of the abutment and 1 foot, 5-inches down from the top of the abutment. 

Sample submitted for compressive strength analysis. 

S-3 

Cored on 2/8/2017. Extracted from the north face of the south pier, located 2 feet,  

0-inches East of Beam 6 and 9-inches down from the deck. Sample submitted for limited 

petrographic analysis. 
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Table 2. Core Identification and Location for the Cores Extracted from the Beams 

Core ID Core Location and Notes 

B-1 

Cored on 2/7/2017. Extracted from the east face of Beam 4 in the center span, located 

5 feet, 4-inches South of the pier on Grid C, 8-inches down from the deck. Cored from a 

delaminated face. Sample submitted for limited petrographic analysis. 

B-2 

Cored on 2/7/2017. Extracted from the east face of Beam 4 in the center span, located 

6 feet, 9-inches South of the pier on Grid C, 7-inches down from the deck. Cored from a 

delaminated face. Sample submitted for acid-soluble chloride content analysis. 

B-3 

Cored on 2/8/2017. Extracted from the east face of Beam 4 on the south span, located 

10 feet, 10-inches South of the pier on Grid C, 9-inches down from the deck. Cored from 

a delaminated face. Sample submitted for compressive strength analysis. 

 

Table 3. Core Identification and Location for the Cores Extracted from the Deck 

Core ID Core Location and Notes 

D-1 

Cored on 2/7/2017. Extracted from bridge deck over girder, located 15 feet, 4-inches 

South of the north edge of the bridge deck and 9 feet, 8-inches East of east edge of west 

sidewalk. Sample submitted for limited petrographic analysis. 

D-2 

Cored on 2/7/2017. Extracted from bridge deck over girder, located 18 feet, 4-inches 

South of the north edge of the bridge deck and 5 feet, 0-inches West of west edge of east 

sidewalk. Sample was set aside after receipt with no further testing performed. 

D-3 

Cored on 2/7/2017. Extracted from bridge deck over girder, located 16 feet North of the 

south edge of the bridge deck. The top surface of the concrete crumbled and was lost in 

slurry during the coring process. Sample submitted for acid-soluble chloride content 

analysis. 

 

Photographs of the samples, as-received, are found in Figures 1 through 9, immediately following this 

report. 

 

Findings and Discussion 
 

The distress observed in the cores evaluated is consistent with damage due to cyclical freezing and 

thawing of non-air entrained concrete. The distress is observed to be throughout the depth of the 

sample received for the samples submitted. 
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Concrete Petrographic Examination 
 

Individual limited concrete petrographic examination reports are provided following this report. 

Presented below are the salient points of each examination. 
 

Observations of Core S-3 (Substructure) 

1. Cracks can be observed throughout the full depth of the core extracted (Figure 10). The cracks 

transect both paste and aggregate. In the near-surface region, the cracks tend to be oriented 

sub-parallel to the as-received surface of the core. 

 

2. The depth of carbonation along the as-received surface is observed to a maximum depth of 

0.63-inches (16 mm) as seen in Figure 11. 

 

3. The near-surface region contains cracks that begin perpendicular to the as-received surface 

before transitioning into a system of sub-parallel cracks (Figure 12). 

 

4. The air content of the concrete is estimated to be 1 to 3 percent with regions of paste containing 

very little observable air voids (Figure 13). 

 

5. The coarse aggregate is comprised of carbonate rock with a nominal size of 1.5-inches (38 mm) 

as seen in Figure 14. The carbonate rock ranges in composition from a limestone to a dolomite 

(Figures 15 through 17). The carbonates have a Mohs Hardness greater than or approximately 

equal to 3.5 and do not readily absorb water. 

 

6. The as-received top surface of the core is abraded exposing sand grains with the larger 

perpendicular cracks of the near-surface readily visible (Figure 18). 

 

Observations of Core B-1 (Beam) 

1. Cracks can be observed throughout the full depth of the core extracted (Figure 19). The cracks 

transect both paste and aggregate. In the near-surface region, the cracks tend to be oriented 

sub-parallel to the as-received surface of the core. 

 

2. The depth of carbonation along the as-received surface is observed to a maximum depth of 

0.63-inches (16 mm) as seen in Figure 20. 

 

3. The near-surface region contains numerous cracks oriented sub-parallel to the surface as-

received (Figure 21). 

 

4. The air content of the concrete is estimated to be 1 to 3 percent with regions of paste containing 

few observable air voids (Figure 22). The air voids tend to be larger in size and spaced far apart 

from one another. 
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5. The coarse aggregate is comprised of carbonate rock with a nominal size of 1.5-inches (38 mm) 

as seen in Figure 23. The carbonate rock rocks are similar in attributes as those observed in 

Core S-3. 

 

6. The as-received top surface of the core is eroded exposing both the carbonate aggregate 

particles of the coarse aggregate as well as sand grains (Figure 24). Larger cracks are visually 

noticeable along the as-received surface. 

 

Observations of Core D-1 (Deck) 

1. Cracks can be observed throughout the full depth of the core extracted (Figure 25). The cracks 

transect both paste and aggregate. In the near-surface region, the cracks tend to be oriented 

sub-parallel to the as-received surface of the core. 

 

2. The depth of carbonation along the as-received surface is observed to range from negligible to a 

maximum depth of 0.20-inches (5 mm) as seen in Figure 26. The carbonation primarily occurs 

along cracks within the near-surface region. Given the condition of the core, as well as the other 

cores extracted, along with the reported age of the structure, portions of the in situ concrete 

representing the surface may have been lost during the extraction process. 

 

3. The near-surface region contains numerous cracks oriented sub-parallel to the as-received 

surface (Figure 27). 

 

4. The air content of the concrete is estimated to be 1 to 3 percent with regions of paste containing 

very few observable air voids (Figure 28). 

 

5. The coarse aggregate is comprised of carbonate rock with a nominal size of 1.5-inches (38 mm) 

as seen in Figure 29. The carbonate rock rocks are similar in attributes as those observed in 

Core S-3. 

 

6. The as-received top surface of the core is eroded exposing both the carbonate aggregate 

particles of the coarse aggregate as well as sand grains (Figure 30). Larger cracks are visually 

noticeable along the as-received surface. 

 

Procedures 
 

Concrete petrographic analysis was conducted in accordance with ASTM C 856, “Standard Practice for 

Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete,” using an Olympus SZ 40 stereo-zoom microscope at 

magnifications up to 80x. Each sample was initially examined and photographed in the as-received 

condition, with a representative portion designated to be extracted for microscopical (petrographic) 

examination. From the representative portions, polished cross-sections were prepared as noted. 
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Carbonation depths were determined by applying phenolphthalein pH indicator solution to both a fresh 

saw-cut cross section and a polished cross-section of the concrete. Where carbonation has yet to occur, 

the concrete is stained pink/magenta. 
 

When necessary, samples were vacuum impregnated with an epoxy to stabilize specimens for sample 

preparation. 

 

X-ray diffraction was conducted on a Rigaku MiniFlex utilizing Copper K-alpha radiation. Analysis of the 

resulting scans were run on Jade 9.3 Professional Suite referencing the PDF-4 Mineral library from ICDD. 

 

Petrographic examination was performed in our laboratory in Bloomington, Minnesota. 
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Figure 1. Photograph of Core S-1, as-received. Sample submitted for chloride ion content analysis. 

 
Figure 2. Photograph of Core S-2, as-received. Sample submitted for compressive strength analysis.  
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Figure 3. Photograph of Core S-3, as-received. Sample submitted for petrographic analysis. 

 
Figure 4. Photograph of Core B-1, as-received. Sample submitted for petrographic analysis.  
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Figure 5. Photograph of Core B-2, as-received. Sample submitted for chloride ion content analysis. 

 
Figure 6. Photograph of Core B-3, as-received. Sample submitted for compressive strength analysis.  
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Figure 7. Photograph of Core D-1, as-received. Sample submitted for petrographic analysis. The top of 
the core in the photo is for the concrete portion only. 

 
Figure 8. Photograph of Core D-2, as-received. Sample set aside with no additional tests performed. 
The top of the core in the photo is for the concrete portion only.  
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Figure 9. Photograph of Core D-3, as-received. Sample submitted for chloride ion content analysis. The 
top of the core in the photo is for the concrete portion only. 
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Figure 10. Photomicrographs of Core S-3, in polished profile, displaying the longitudinal cross section of 

the core. In 10a, the core is presented in ordinary light. In 10b, the core is presented in long wave ultra-

violet light. The core section was impregnated with an epoxy containing a fluorescent dye. The epoxy 

penetrates into cracks, accentuating their position under UV-light. Note that the cracks extend 

throughout the entire cross-section of the core, transecting both the paste and aggregates alike. The 

top of the core is located to the left in the images.  

10a) 

10b) 
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Figure 11. Photomicrographs of Core S-3, in polished cross section, displaying the carbonation profile in 

the near-surface under ordinary reflected light (11a). In 11b, the same image is presented but under 

UV-light. The sample was impregnated with an epoxy containing a UV-fluorescent dye. The field of 

view, left to right, is approximately 24.5 mm.  

11a) 

11b) 
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Figure 12. Photomicrograph of Core S-3, in polished cross section, displaying the near-surface region of 

the concrete under ordinary reflected light (12a). In 12b, the same image is presented but under UV-

light. The sample was impregnated with an epoxy containing a UV-fluorescent dye. Note that the 

cracks begin roughly perpendicular to the as-received surface before transitioning into a more sub-

parallel orientation with respect to the surface. The field of view, left to right, is approximately 

24.4 mm.  

12a) 

12b) 
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Figure 13. Photomicrograph of Core S-3, in polished cross section, displaying the air void system at 

depth under ordinary reflected light (13a). In 13b, the same image is presented but under UV-light. The 

sample was impregnated with an epoxy containing a UV-fluorescent dye. Note the crack transecting 

the paste. The field of view, left to right, is approximately 6.9 mm.  

13a) 

13b) 
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Figure 14. Photomicrographs of Core S-3, displaying an aggregate particle at depth in both ordinary 

reflected light (14a) and UV-light (14b). The sample was impregnated with an epoxy containing a UV-

fluorescent dye. Note the crack transecting the aggregate particle. The field of view, left to right, is 

approximately 24.5 mm.  

14a) 

14b) 
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Figure 15. Photomicrograph and XRD scan of one of several aggregate particles found in Core S-3. The 

particle is found to be comprised primarily of the mineral calcite with minor amounts of dolomite, as 

well as trace amounts of other minerals. The particle has a Mohs hardness greater than 3.5 and 

absorbs water very slowly. The field of view, left to right, is approximately 24.5 mm.  
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Figure 16. Photomicrograph and XRD scan of one of several aggregate particles found in Core S-3. 

The particle is found to be comprised primarily of the mineral calcite with appreciable amounts of 

dolomite, as well as trace amounts of other minerals. The particle has a Mohs hardness greater than 

3.5 and absorbs water very slowly. The field of view, left to right, is approximately 24.5 mm.  
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Figure 17. Photomicrograph and XRD scan of one of several aggregate particles found in Core S-3. 

The particle is found to be comprised primarily of the mineral dolomite with appreciable amounts of 

calcite, as well as trace amounts of other minerals. The particle has a Mohs hardness greater than 3.5 

and absorbs water very slowly. The field of view, left to right, is approximately 24.5 mm.  
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Figure 18. Photomicrograph of Core S-3, along the as-received top surface of the core. Note both the 

crack and the exposed sand grains. The field of view, left to right, is approximately 24.5 mm. 
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Figure 19. Photomicrographs of Core B-1, in polished profile, displaying the longitudinal cross section 

of the core. In 19a, the core is presented in ordinary light. In 19b, the core is presented in long wave 

ultra-violet light. The core section was impregnated with an epoxy containing a fluorescent dye. The 

epoxy penetrates into cracks, accentuating their position under UV-light. Note that the cracks extend 

throughout the entire cross-section of the core, transecting both the paste and aggregates alike. The 

top of the core is located to the left in the images.  

19a) 

19b) 
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Figure 20. Photomicrographs of Core B-1, in polished cross section, displaying the carbonation profile 

in the near-surface under ordinary reflected light (20a). In 20b, the same image is presented but under 

UV-light. The sample was impregnated with an epoxy containing a UV-fluorescent dye. The field of 

view, left to right, is approximately 24.5 mm.  

20a) 

20b) 
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Figure 21. Photomicrograph of Core B-1, in polished cross section, displaying the near-surface region of 

the concrete under ordinary reflected light (21a). In 21b, the same image is presented but under UV-

light. The sample was impregnated with an epoxy containing a UV-fluorescent dye. The field of view, 

left to right, is approximately 24.4 mm.  

21a) 

21b) 
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Figure 22. Photomicrograph of Core B-1, in polished cross section, displaying the air void system at 

depth under ordinary reflected light (22a). In 22b, the same image is presented but under UV-light. The 

sample was impregnated with an epoxy containing a UV-fluorescent dye. Note the crack transecting 

the paste. The white arrows point to several air voids in the field of view. The field of view, left to 

right, is approximately 6.9 mm.  

22a) 

22b) 
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Figure 23. Photomicrographs of Core B-1, displaying an aggregate particle at depth in both ordinary 

reflected light (23a) and UV-light (23b). The sample was impregnated with an epoxy containing a UV-

fluorescent dye. Note the crack transecting the aggregate particle. The field of view, left to right, is 

approximately 24.5 mm.  

23a) 

23b) 
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Figure 24. Photomicrograph of Core B-1, along the as-received top surface of the core. Note the 

exposed coarse and fine aggregates. The field of view, left to right, is approximately 24.5 mm. 
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Figure 25. Photomicrographs of Core D-1, in polished profile, displaying the longitudinal cross section 

of the core. In 25a, the core is presented in ordinary light. In 25b, the core is presented in long wave 

ultra-violet light. The core section was impregnated with an epoxy containing a fluorescent dye. The 

epoxy penetrates into cracks, accentuating their position under UV-light. Note that the cracks extend 

throughout the entire cross-section of the core, transecting both the paste and aggregates alike. The 

top of the core is located to the left in the images.  

25a) 

25b) 
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Figure 26. Photomicrographs of Core D-1, in polished cross section, displaying the carbonation profile 

in the near-surface under ordinary reflected light (26a). In 26b, the same image is presented but under 

UV-light. The sample was impregnated with an epoxy containing a UV-fluorescent dye. The field of 

view, left to right, is approximately 24.5 mm.  

26a) 

26b) 
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Figure 27. Photomicrograph of Core D-1, in polished cross section, displaying the near-surface region of 

the concrete under ordinary reflected light (27a). In 27b, the same image is presented but under UV-

light. The sample was impregnated with an epoxy containing a UV-fluorescent dye. The field of view, 

left to right, is approximately 24.4 mm.  

27a) 

27b) 
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Figure 28. Photomicrograph of Core D-1, in polished cross section, displaying the air void system at 

depth under ordinary reflected light (28a). In 28b, the same image is presented but under UV-light. The 

sample was impregnated with an epoxy containing a UV-fluorescent dye. Note the crack transecting 

the paste. The field of view, left to right, is approximately 6.9 mm.  

28a) 

28b) 
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Figure 29. Photomicrographs of Core D-1, displaying an aggregate particle at depth in both ordinary 

reflected light (29a) and UV-light (29b). The sample was impregnated with an epoxy containing a UV-

fluorescent dye. Note the crack transecting the aggregate particle. The field of view, left to right, is 

approximately 24.5 mm.  

29a) 

29b) 
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Figure 30. Photomicrograph of Core D-1, along the as-received top surface of the core. Note the highly 

irregular surface and the exposed aggregates. The field of view, left to right, is approximately 24.5 mm. 
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Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete 
ASTM C 856 (Limited to Stereoscopic Observations) 
 

Analyst:  J. Langdon  
 

Sample Information Sample:     Core S-3 
 

Sample Location:  North face of the pier on Grid B; 2 feet East of Beam 6, 9-inches down 
from the deck. 

 

Placement Date:    Reported as early 1900s. 
 

Reported Distress Observed: Bridge condition assessment. 
 

General Observations 
 

Sample Dimensions: 
Our analysis was based upon cut sections from a core. The original as-received maximum dimensions 
were 335 mm long with a diameter of 101 mm. The sample was cut length-wise to create a sample 
approximately 335 mm long x 101 mm wide x 50 mm thick. Observations were also made on the sample 
as received. The sample had a mass of 6,176 grams upon arrival. 
 

Surface Observations: 
Top:    Abraded surface, with fine aggregate particles exposed and numerous cracks observed. 
Bottom:  Detached from intact concrete. 
 

Residual Surface Compounds: 
None noted. 

 
Reinforcement: 
None noted within the core. 
 

Aggregate  
 
Coarse:  The maximum observed particle size is 38 mm carbonate rock, consisting of both limestones and 
dolomites. The particles are angular to sub-angular and are fairly graded with fair to marginal overall 
distribution. The carbonate particles are observed to have a Mohs Hardness greater than or approximately 
equal to 3.5 and absorb a drop of water very slowly. X-ray diffraction of several selected aggregates confirms 
that the particles range from limestone to dolomite, with trace amounts of other minor components 
present. 
 
Fine:  Natural sand comprised predominantly of quartz grains with a fair amount of feldspar, carbonates, 
and various other minor lithologies. The particles are rounded to sub-rounded. The sand is fairly graded 
with fair overall distribution.   
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Paste 
 
 

Depth of Carbonation: The carbonation profile is observed to be a maximum of 16 mm along 
the as-received surface of both a polished and saw-cut face. 

Air Content: The air content is estimated at 1 to 3%. 

Paste Content: The paste content is estimated at 23 to 28%. 

Paste Hardness:   The paste is fairly soft throughout. 

Paste Color:   The paste is predominantly light gray. 

Paste-Aggregate Bond: Not evaluated due to the poor condition of the concrete.  

Paste Absorption: A water droplet is absorbed fairly readily on both a polished and saw-
cut face at depth. 

Paste Luster: Not evaluated. 

Pozzolan Presence: Not evaluated. 

Cracking: Cracks are observed throughout the full depth of the concrete core 
extracted and submitted for evaluation. The cracks transect both the 
paste and coarse aggregates. In the very near-surface region, the 
cracking tends to be perpendicular to the surface of the core as-
received before transitioning into cracks sub-parallel to the surface as-
received. 

Secondary Deposits: None noted. 

 

Interpretations 
 
The distress observed in the core is consistent with that found in non-air entrained concrete subjected to 
repetitive cycles of freezing and thawing. Given the aggregate type, the potential for D-cracking does exist 
but as the particles are fairly dense and impermeable it would not appear likely to be the source of the 
distress. 
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Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete 
ASTM C 856 (Limited to Stereoscopic Observations) 
 

Analyst:  J. Langdon  
 

Sample Information Sample:     Core B-1 
 

Sample Location:  East face of Beam 4 in the center span; 5 feet, 4-inches south of the pier 
on Grid C, 8-inches down from the deck. Cored from a delaminated face. 

 

Placement Date:    Reported as early 1900s. 
 

Reported Distress Observed: Bridge condition assessment. 
 

General Observations 
 

Sample Dimensions: 
Our analysis was based upon cut sections from a core. The original as-received maximum dimensions 
were 149 mm long with a diameter of 101 mm. The sample was cut length-wise to create a sample 
approximately 140 mm long x 101 mm wide x 51 mm thick. Observations were also made on the sample as 
received. The sample had a mass of 2,481 grams upon arrival. 
 

Surface Observations: 
Top:    Eroded surface, with both fine and coarse aggregate particles exposed along with 

numerous cracks visually observed. 
Bottom:  Detached from intact concrete. 
 

Residual Surface Compounds: 
None noted. 

 
Reinforcement: 
None noted within the core. 
 

Aggregate  
 
Coarse:  The maximum observed particle size is 38 mm carbonate rock, consisting of both limestones and 
dolomites. The particles are angular to sub-angular and are fairly graded with fair to marginal overall 
distribution. The carbonate particles are observed to have a Mohs Hardness greater than or approximately 
equal to 3.5 and absorb a drop of water very slowly. 
 
Fine:  Natural sand comprised predominantly of quartz grains with a fair amount of feldspar, carbonates, 
and various other minor lithologies. The particles are rounded to sub-rounded. The sand is fairly graded 
with fair overall distribution.   
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Paste 
 
 

Depth of Carbonation: The carbonation profile is observed to be a maximum of 16 mm along 
the as-received surface of both a polished and saw-cut face. 

Air Content: The air content is estimated at 1 to 3%. 

Paste Content: The paste content is estimated at 23 to 28%. 

Paste Hardness:   The paste is fairly soft throughout. 

Paste Color:   The paste is predominantly light gray. 

Paste-Aggregate Bond: Not evaluated due to the poor condition of the concrete.  

Paste Absorption: A water droplet is absorbed fairly readily on both a polished and saw-
cut face at depth. 

Paste Luster: Not evaluated. 

Pozzolan Presence: Not evaluated. 

Cracking: Cracks are observed throughout the full depth of the concrete core 
extracted and submitted for evaluation. The cracks transect both the 
paste and coarse aggregates. The cracking tends to be sub-parallel to 
the surface as-received. 

Secondary Deposits: None noted. 

 

Interpretations 
 
The distress observed in the core is consistent with that found in non-air entrained concrete subjected to 
repetitive cycles of freezing and thawing. Given the aggregate type, the potential for D-cracking does exist 
but as the particles are fairly dense and impermeable it would not appear likely to be the source of the 
distress. 
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Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete 
ASTM C 856 (Limited to Stereoscopic Observations) 
 

Analyst:  J. Langdon  
 

Sample Information Sample:     Core D-1 
 

Sample Location:  On bridge deck over girder; 15 feet, 4-inches south if the north edge of 
the bridge deck and 9 feet, 8-inches east of east edge of west sidewalk. 

 

Placement Date:    Reported as early 1900s. 
 

Reported Distress Observed: Bridge condition assessment. 
 

General Observations 
 

Sample Dimensions: 
Our analysis was based upon cut sections from a core. The original as-received maximum dimensions 
were 194 mm long with a diameter of 101 mm. The sample was cut length-wise to create a sample 
approximately 194 mm long x 101 mm wide x 51 mm thick. Observations were also made on the sample 
as received. The sample had a mass of 3,342 grams upon arrival. 
 

Surface Observations: 
Top:    Eroded surface, with both fine and coarse aggregate particles exposed along with 

numerous cracks visually observed. 
Bottom:  Detached from intact concrete. 
 

Residual Surface Compounds: 
None noted. 

 
Reinforcement: 
None noted within the core. 
 

Aggregate  
 
Coarse:  The maximum observed particle size is 38 mm carbonate rock, consisting of both limestones and 
dolomites. The particles are angular to sub-angular and are fairly graded with fair to marginal overall 
distribution. The carbonate particles are observed to have a Mohs Hardness greater than or approximately 
equal to 3.5 and absorb a drop of water very slowly. 
 
Fine:  Natural sand comprised predominantly of quartz grains with a fair amount of feldspar, carbonates, 
and various other minor lithologies. The particles are rounded to sub-rounded. The sand is fairly graded 
with fair overall distribution.   
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Paste 
 
 

Depth of Carbonation: The carbonation profile is observed to be a maximum of 5 mm along 
the as-received surface of both a polished and saw-cut face, mainly 
along extensive cracking in the near-surface region. 

Air Content: The air content is estimated at 1 to 3%. 

Paste Content: The paste content is estimated at 23 to 28%. 

Paste Hardness:   The paste is fairly soft throughout. 

Paste Color:   The paste is predominantly light gray. 

Paste-Aggregate Bond: Not evaluated due to the poor condition of the concrete.  

Paste Absorption: A water droplet is absorbed fairly readily on both a polished and saw-
cut face at depth. 

Paste Luster: Not evaluated. 

Pozzolan Presence: Not evaluated. 

Cracking: Cracks are observed throughout the full depth of the concrete core 
extracted and submitted for evaluation. The cracks transect both the 
paste and coarse aggregates. The cracking tends to be sub-parallel to 
the surface as-received. 

Secondary Deposits: None noted. 

 

Interpretations 
 
The distress observed in the core is consistent with that found in non-air entrained concrete subjected to 
repetitive cycles of freezing and thawing. Given the aggregate type, the potential for D-cracking does exist 
but as the particles are fairly dense and impermeable it would not appear likely to be the source of the 
distress. 
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